Good Afternoon Chairpersons Rivera and Holden, and members of the Hospitals and Technology Committees. My name is Varoon Mathur, and I currently serve as a Technology Fellow at the AI Now Institute - an interdisciplinary research institute at NYU, focused on the social implications of artificial intelligence (AI). Thank you for the opportunity to testify today on privacy and security concerns regarding electronic health records (EHRs).

At the AI Now Institute, our research on the use of AI has identified a significant and alarming uptake of AI-based tools and systems within high-stakes domains including criminal justice, education, welfare, employment, and indeed health care. The four key concerns we examine in relation to these systems span areas of bias and inclusion, rights and liberties, labor, and safety and critical infrastructure. This work is of particular importance to the domain of health care, where AI and advanced precision medicine algorithms have been marketed as fulfilling the promise of EHRs, by using "big data" analytics to produce new clinical knowledge, and more precise and tailored diagnostics.

The rapid development and implementation of machine learning (ML) algorithms and data sharing partnerships in the healthcare space brings new challenges around privacy, security, and patient identifiability through EHR data. Most recently, a partnership between Google and Ascension, one of the largest non-profit health systems in this country, became public after a whistleblower working on the project revealed that patient data transferred between Ascension and Google was not “de-identified.” This partnership, in which Google would provide Cloud services to help migrate Ascension’s infrastructure to a Google-managed cloud
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environment, also included Google’s development of AI solutions, ostensibly to help support doctors and nurses to improve care in real time.⁴

Google is not the only cloud provider partnering with hospital systems to help migrate patient data and other health information technology (IT) infrastructure to cloud servers owned and managed by large tech firms. Amazon Web Services now provides the ability to subscribe to third party data, enabling healthcare professionals to aggregate data from clinical trials. Microsoft recently announced a partnership with Humana that would provide cloud and AI resources, as it is also helping power Epic Systems’ predictive analytics tools for EHRs.⁵ In fact, estimates now expect the cloud computing market for healthcare to reach nearly $30 billion by 2026.⁶ Meanwhile, recent polls tracking Americans’ perception of their experiences with EHRs show that most patients are increasingly concerned with unauthorized access of confidential information.⁷

These new developments raise two key questions regarding the privacy, security, and safety of patient data: 1) how does our definition of protected health information (PHI) change in the age of AI algorithms, given their predictive capabilities which can disclose sensitive information even absent PHI, and 2) how do we assess the utility of EHRs in building more advanced algorithms for better patient care? New research suggests that the rapid deployment of clinical AI tools absent regulatory oversight leaves patients vulnerable to privacy and security breaches. Furthermore, our own research exploring the sociotechnical dynamics of EHRs suggests that these forms of data record limited information, and are unable to capture patients’ lived experiences. Thus EHRs do not lend themselves to the development of clinical tools, in spite of the claims made by hospital systems and cloud providers.

Under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), PHI data is categorized as data that directly and uniquely ties to an individual, with examples including names, birth dates, and email addresses.⁸ De-identified data, therefore, would be the removal of such categories from a potential EHR dataset. However, new research shows that it is possible to link two de-identified EHRs of the same patient but from two different data sources accurately using computational methods, so as to create a more complete history of
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a patient without using any PHI of the patient in question. Similarly, last month a New York Times article reported new research that showed it is possible to create a reconstruction of patients’ faces using de-identified MRI images, that could then be identified using facial recognition systems. These examples demonstrate how vulnerabilities within large technology infrastructure present serious security and privacy challenges for the collection and use of EHR data, and that these may be beyond the reach of HIPAA protections. Such concerns are echoed in a recent class action complaint filed in response to the partnership between the University of Chicago Medical Center and Google, which states that Google is “uniquely able to determine the identity of almost every medical record the university released” due to its expertise and resources in AI development.

Trading the privacy and security of individual patients in order to leverage precision clinical care incorrectly assumes that EHR data and infrastructure are inherently viable for training of machine learning models. Yet research demonstrates that this premise is misguided because it fails to consider two key challenges: (1) EHR infrastructure was originally constructed for billing and other administrative tasks, rather than clinical care; and (2) EHR data is both incomplete and flawed because it is missing important data for a variety of populations and is incapable of capturing all of the data necessary for precision clinical care. For example, a Michigan State University study showed that EHR tend to function more for administrative record keeping rather than a tool for clinical care. This is because EHR are structured to reflect the interests of political and corporate stakeholders, recording what is important to them, and not necessarily what matters to patients.

Though EHR infrastructure has evolved over time, it is still riddled by the structural flaws and presumptions that motivated its initial development. Moreover, research conducted by Dr. Elizabeth Kazianus, a Postdoctoral Fellow at AI Now, demonstrated the ways in which the social construction of health data (how it is shaped by the interests of institutions and corporate stakeholders), along with the design limitations of our current health information systems, like EHRs, result in a failure to capture important types of health information. Specifically, gaps in the EHR can result from health disparities within communities, and can inadvertently exclude certain patient populations, as well as the under-reporting of chronic illnesses by individual patients due to associated stigmas. The significant limitations of EHRs mean that machine learning tools informed and trained by such data are likely to be highly biased. And this suggests the urgent
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need for more regulatory oversight over algorithms developed within hospital systems and deployed in partnership with cloud technology companies.

Given the large number of world-class health systems in New York City that will continue to utilize more cloud services for EHR storage and integration, and continue to pursue AI development, this Committee has a unique opportunity to spearhead city-wide legislative efforts that can address the current challenges. We provide three forward-looking policy recommendations that this council should pursue.

Policy Recommendations for New York City Council

1. **Require New York City health systems procuring AI/ML solutions, alongside Cloud server solutions, to conduct Algorithmic Impact Assessments as part of notifying and obtaining consent from patients.**

   In 2018, AI Now published the Algorithmic Impact Assessment (AIA) framework, which offers a means for assessing algorithmic systems, while also providing the public with meaningful opportunities to evaluate the potential impacts if such a system would be adopted, before an agency has committed to its use. This process fosters transparency and trust between agencies and the communities they serve, and is especially important to ensure that patients are aware of how their health records are being used, and have the opportunity to consent before their records are used for training AI models. Such measures would also ensure clear reporting on what types of data are being shared by health systems with cloud service providers.

2. **Require New York City health systems to publicly state whether social-media data is combined with EHR data for patient surveillance or monitoring of patient well-being.**

   Public health agency use of social media data to identify disease outbreaks and predict epidemics before they occur raises significant concerns around surveillance, especially since such predictions are usually made without consent from patients whose data they rely on. Such tools also raise issues regarding accuracy: there is mounting evidence that algorithms predicting health outcomes using social media data are inaccurate, and prone to significant bias. These specific problems are compounded in the context of EHR data, and therefore clear justification must be made available through public disclosures.
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3. **Conduct city-wide disparate impact evaluations around the current uses of EHRs in order to identify potential socioeconomic disparities arising from the use of AI/ML health solutions.**

A recent study found that an algorithm trained on patient data and used to screen for patients in need of “high-risk care management” was substantially biased against black patients. This was due to the fact that the algorithm used health care costs as a proxy for health needs, but failed to account for the fact that disparities exist between patients and thus their ability to access care, which results specifically in black patients having fewer health care dollars spent on them. Such examples detail how EHRs and similar patient data do not fully capture the sociotechnical context of their use, and can lead to further inequity within health care systems. It also shows why disparate impact analysis must be a central component of any assessments conducted around algorithmic tools procured within the city and that is used to inform decisions around health care resource allocation.
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